2005 f250 ficm

Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Your item is repaired and
shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our standard 1-business day
turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We take the guesswork out of
choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure proper fitment. Our return label
includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule online for your convenience. This is a
Ford 6. Does your Ford 6. If your Ford 6. What is the cause of failure on a FICM, and will it need
to be repaired again in the future? We repair both the power side as well as the logic side that
fail due to faulty components. We test each unit on arrival to ensure that we are not rebuilding a
unit that is healthy, and each unit is tested on an actual Ford 6. Yes, we offer rebuilt FICMs that
ship immediately! The FICM exchange is a completely refurbished and pre-programmed
replacement fuel injection control module for your 6. Do you offer custom FICM tuning? You
also have the option to keep your current programming or have us program your FICM to the
latest Ford stock tune. Click here to read more about FICM tunes. We recommend replacing the
FICM relay if your truck has over , miles. This is often overlooked but can cause a no start
condition. It is located in the fuse box on the drivers side fender well in the engine bay. Better
safe than sorry! At Circuit Board Medics, our focus is on excellent communication, fast
turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to achieving these goals is ensuring that we have
customers' contact information and payment before beginning any repair order. Watch our
video to learn more about how our repair process works and how we can help to get your
vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly. Disclaimer: We are not responsible for lost,
delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our facility without an order number. These codes are
not always present with a failed, low voltage, FICM. If your Powerstroke 6. This video shows
how to test 4 pin and 7 pin FICM's. We can repair all FICMs used on 6. NOTE: Below are a list of
known model numbers. This is NOT a complete list so if you do not see your part number listed
please call us at Our no-hassle warranty covers your FICM for five full years. If your FICM fails
anytime within five years, we will repair it again. In the rare occasion that it is not repairable, we
will either replace the circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion.
See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of
merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with increased longevity and
lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to
contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know
more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy
Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing
weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with
any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Home Automotive Repairs Ford 6. Ford
6. See 1 more picture. Programming Options:. FICM Relay:. Buy in bulk and save. Product
Repair Description This is a Ford 6. FICM 6. Cold weather starting performance will be improved
with the 58V modification. We make no claims of increased horsepower with the increase in
voltage. We have two 6. Product Videos Ford 6. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to
correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask
Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote. One of the regular 6. This device converts regular
12 volts to the 48 volts the injectors need to fire. There are a couple of symtoms that usually
lead to a bad FICM. First would be a hard start. If the truck cranks long than normal and then
starts and runs rough, the FICM is one of the first things we check. If you have a high side fault
for all eight injectors, you can be pretty sure your FICM needs replaced. The Auto Enginuity
scan tool we use in the shop will read the voltage. The voltage should be in the volt range with
the engine running. If the voltage drops lower, the FICM needs replaced. If you do not have a
scan tool, you can test the FICM by removing the small cover from the top of it and using a
regular multi-meter. Please watch the video below for how to do that test. We offer two different
versions to replace your faulty unit. This is a remanufactured stock unit that is preprogrammed.
It is plug and play. You do not have to take the truck to the dealership to be reprogrammed like
most units you will buy. It comes pre-programmed as well and you can just plug it into your
truck and go. We have noticed that trucks with injector stiction issues start considerably better
with the higher voltage unit. If you have any questions at all about testing the FICM or which
one to purchase please feel free to call us at If you find you have a seven screw FICM once you
remove the inspection cover, the test is exactly the same except you have to check a different
screw. The correct on the seven screw units is the left most one in the row of seven screws.
Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission.
Performance Upgrade Stock Replacement. Aluminized Systems Stainless Systems. Off Roading
Lighting Rigid Industries. Side Steps. Running Boards. Ford introduced the 6. Both engines
used electronic fuel injection, but while the 7. All 6. Ford used both four-pin and seven-pin
designs; the differences are internal, however, and both types will work on any 6. The FICM has

been a source of problems for owners of the 6. The most common complaints involve hard
starting and poor cold-weather starting. Other issues that can be traced back to a cranky FICM
are loss of power, excessive smoking of the engine, not the driver , rough idle, and, of course,
not starting at all. If you have experienced these problems with your 6. Bullet Proof Diesel has
made a business out of fixing the multitude of known issues with the 6. The lower-cost solution
comes in the form of a replacement FICM power supply, which plugs into the original control
board. One advantage to this method is that it preserves any FICM flash updates that may have
been installed by the dealer when the truck was in for service. If the FICM is replaced, it should
be flashed with the latest updates. If you choose the complete-replacement route, Bullet Proof
offers FICMs with a choice of four- or six-phase power supply. The six-phase version of the
board has user-selectable settings to increase the voltage output from the standard 48 volts to
either 53 or 58 volts. The advantage of a higher voltage output is said to be better starting and
improved performance. The install seen here was done at 53 volts and after several months of
use, has not yet set a code. If it tests bad, remove it. If not, look for other issues that could be
causing the trouble. After disconnecting the battery, the FICM can be unbolted and unplugged
for removal. The cover plate is removed from the top of the FICM. Normally, the cover is
removed for under-hood testing; we recommend replacing it before removing the FICM in order
to prevent damage. With the cover window removed, you will see either four or seven pins. This
tells you which type of FICM you have. These screws must be removed to disassemble the
FICM. With the screws under the window cover removed, flip the FICIM over, remove the eight
screws that hold the case together, and carefully pry the two halves apart. This is the inside of a
stock FICM. When upgrading just the power supply, the upper half of the case and the control
board are retained. The Bullet Proof part seen here has the six-phase upgrade. However, the
six-phase boards can be set to output either 53 or 58 volts. Higher voltage is said to offer better
performance, but the volt setting can set soft codes. This FICM is being modified to the volt
setting. The Bullet Proof power supply features a thicker, vibration-resistant circuit board. The
FICM is reassembled in reverse order of disassembly. The new and improved FICM is now ready
to be installed in your truck. The upgraded unit should provide you with years of service. Parts
Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. The Ford used the 6. The FICM is essentially the same for each
of these applications. Ford and other sources warn that weak batteries or alternators supplying
insufficient voltage can result in premature FICM death. Low input voltage causes excessive
heat inside the FICM, which can lead to failure. We use cookies to optimise our website and give
you the best experience on our website. Ford introduced the 6. Both engines used electronic
fuel injection, but while the 7. All 6. Ford used both four-pin and seven-pin designs; the
differences are internal, however, and both types will work on any 6. The FICM has been a
source of problems for owners of the 6. The most common complaints involve hard starting and
poor cold-weather starting. Other issues that can be traced back to a cranky FICM are loss of
power, excessive smoking of the engine, not the driver , rough idle, and, of course, not starting
at all. If you have experienced these problems with your 6. If it tests bad, remove it. If not, look
for other issues that could be causing the trouble. Bullet Proof Diesel has made a business out
of fixing the multitude of known issues with the 6. The lower-cost solution comes in the form of
a replacement FICM power supply , which plugs into the original control board. One advantage
to this method is that it preserves any FICM flash updates that may have been installed by the
dealer when the truck was in for service. If the FICM is replaced, it should be flashed with the
latest updates. Normally, the cover is removed for under-hood testing; we recommend replacing
it before removing the FICM in order to prevent damage. This tells you which type of FICM you
have. These screws must be removed to disassemble the FICM. When upgrading just the power
supply, the upper half of the case and the control board are retained. The Bullet Proof part seen
here has
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the six-phase upgrade. However, the six-phase boards can be set to output either 53 or 58
volts. Higher voltage is said to offer better performance, but the volt setting can set soft codes.
This FICM is being modified to the volt setting. The Bullet Proof power supply features a thicker,
vibration-resistant circuit board. The upgraded unit should provide you with years of service. If
you choose the complete-replacement route, Bullet Proof offers FICMs with a choice of four- or
six-phase power supply. The six-phase version of the board has user-selectable settings to
increase the voltage output from the standard 48 volts to either 53 or 58 volts. The advantage of
a higher voltage output is said to be better starting and improved performance. The install seen
here was done at 53 volts and after several months of use, has not yet set a code. Domestic

Diesel Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. Ford 6. We use cookies to optimise our website
and give you the best experience on our website.

